North America's League of Legends and What to Expect for Semifinals

SEAN PARK

North America’s League of Legends Championships Series (LCS) is no stranger to staggering under-performance on the world stage. The region’s highest finish in the League of Legends World Championship ( Worlds) was a 4-3 victory against China’s ED4L in 2018, when Cloud 9 finished as third runners-up. However, this year’s 3-15 record, holding the North America (NA) teams at the bottom of the regional ladder, is unfortunately not a surprise. Cloud 9 continues to struggle; they’ve experienced a long wait in their history, failing to qualify for the LCS’ finals since 2018. The region’s only hope, Cloud 9’s LCS' first seed, grabbed a spot against Europe’s FNC. Despite being a part of the same region for years, FNC has found itself struggling in recent years. After being a part of the top teams in LCS for a few years, Cloud 9 is now facing the most challenging team in the region.

Meanwhile, the conclusion of the World’s quarterfinals on October 22nd, left four teams, each with four semi-finalists: T1, JD Gaming, DRX, and Gen.G. It is surprising that there were no teams from Korea, the favorite team, or China, the LCS and Gen.G is at the center of the world stage. In the quarterfinals, JDG beat Rogue, Europe’s best hope in terms of league results, clean 3-0 shutting down. This week the World’s semifinals will be played in the 2020 ESL Winter. In the match, JDG’s strong game against Rogue in the bottom lane, while JDG’s strong game against Rogue’s top laners. The tournament will show the potential of the young JDG team.
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Real Madrid Go Top of the Table as Liverpool End Manchester United’s Unbeaten Run

ALEX LEE

Real Madrid went top of LaLiga Santander on Sunday, after beating Manchester United 3-0 at Old Trafford. It was the cherry on top to his season so far. The win secured Real Madrid’s return to the top of LaLiga, as Liverpool continued to stumble against Manchester United. It was a crucial win for Real Madrid, who are looking to close the gap on leaders Atletico Madrid. Real Madrid are looking to finish the season strongly after a disappointing start to the year.

Featuring possibly the most-anticipated league games of the season, Real Madrid and Liverpool are both looking to bounce back from recent setbacks. Real Madrid, who are currently second in LaLiga, are looking to maintain their top two position. Liverpool, on the other hand, are looking to continue their impressive form this season.

Now let’s take a look at some breakdowns of the game, which was a crucial win for Real Madrid. It was an intense, high-stakes clash of two of Europe’s most talented teams. Liverpool had the chance to overtake Real Madrid in the LaLiga table, but they were unable to capitalize on their opportunities. Real Madrid, on the other hand, were able to control the game and make the most of their opportunities.

The game was marked by a number of key moments. One of the most significant was when Real Madrid’s defender, Raphael Varane, scored an equalizer for Real Madrid against Liverpool. The goal sparked a dramatic comeback from the Bernabeu faithful, who wereited to see Real Madrid claim the LaLiga title.
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Tua Tagovailoa’s Scare Raises Questions About the NFL’s Concussion Protocol.

QUINN C. NOVICK

Tua Tagovailoa, the Miami Dolphins’ young star quarterback, suffered a devastating injury on Monday night against the Cincinnati Bengals. The Hawaiian native and Alabama alumnus suffered a scary moment that could potentially jeopardize his career.

Although the young star’s injury may appear isolated, it is true that many different NFL players have gotten injured from severe contact sports. This was the case following a fencing response scene with Tua’s teammate, quarterback Tua Tagovailoa.

Upon Tagovailoa’s fall in Cincinnati, the Miami Dolphins’ quarterback was seen getting up off the field after the hit, but it is unknown if he was examined by the team’s medical staff, and if he was cleared to return to the game.

The incident occurred in the first half of the game, with Tua Tagovailoa making his first start of the season. The Dolphins came away with a 21-0 win over the Bengals, but the focus now shifts to Tua’s health.

The NFL has assumed less cognitive ability to its former black players than in any other racial group during brain testing, preventing adequate testing results. Their system, used to test for dementia, was originally developed for two groups of greater similarity—White players and players who have played in the NFL, and everyone else. It was done in the past as a way to account for differences in socioeconomic background, and experts say the lack of balance makes the test biased. But in the Tagovailoa incident, the testing assumed they had lower cognitive function as well as a lower baseline of cognitive function. This means that the brain injuries incurred during their time in the league are under-reported.

The NFL’s dementia testing often offers the players the opportunity for their former team to have its name associated with the NFL’s behavior inexcusable.

The news of Tua Tagovailoa’s injury is another reminder of the need for a better system. The NFL currently consists solely of an average, low-level player. The system is great to see the team look for a short-term replacement for Tagovailoa, but to see him being taken to the sideline. Miami followed the on-field protocol will change, and if so, to what extent and how.

It is unclear whether the NFL’s concussion protocol is effective or not, and it is a question of whether time will tell. In order to determine the number of players that have sustained an injury, the NFL will be required to conduct the concussion protocol within the entire league, so if we have any

Although the actual scene of Tagovailoa’s injury was managed appropriately, he was false hand before leaving the locker room, to the question of why he was taken to the sideline. Miami followed the on-field protocol.

In approving the proposal, the NFL risks losing the support of the players’ association. If the proposal is not approved, it will result in a ‘fencing response’ scene with Tua’s teammate, quarterback Tua Tagovailoa.
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HARLEY MURPHY

The French phenom Victor Wembanyama had already become a household name before his first NBA Draft. On June 22, 2023, Wembanyama celebrated his 19th birthday in a big way by leading the San Antonio Spurs to a stunning 123-120 victory over the New York Knicks in their NBA debut. The Spurs, who started the season as one of the favorite teams, have struggled in recent games. However, Wembanyama's performance was the highlight of the game as he finished with 34 points, 13 rebounds, and 5 assists on 12-16 shooting from the field.

Wembanyama's performance was not only impressive but also historic. He became the first player in NBA history to score 30 or more points in his first NBA game. His ability to dominate on both ends of the court made him a force to be reckoned with. In his debut game, Wembanyama showcased his skill and athleticism, making him a contender for Rookie of the Year.

The Spurs had season-low numbers in almost all categories in their previous games. However, Wembanyama's performance has brought hope to the team and fans. His addition to the team has made them one of the most anticipated teams in the NBA.
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